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IDENTIFICATIONAND NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPEOF SEVERAL
SHORT-LIVED FISSION PRODUCTS WITH AN ON-LINE MASS SEPARATOR

by
J. Eidens

ABSTRACT
An apparatua for spectroscopyof short-lived fission
products was constructed at th~ focal point of the heliumfilled masa separator of the Julich 2 research reactor. The
separatormass calibrationwas obtained by Y radiation of
known, long-lived fission products. The B-decay half-life
of unknown short-lived fiaaion products waa determined on
the basis of several high-intensityy lines. Coincident B-Y
spectra were recorded, and potentially occurring Y-Y cascades were obtained. The lines found could be aaaigned to
eight nuclides for which the following B-decay half-lives
and Q values were measured.
84
Se: (3.5 *0.1) min.
(1.8 ~0.1) MeV
91=
(5.7 ~0.4) MeV
: (7.9 ~0.5) aec,
97Y
: (1.11 ~0.03) see, (5.7 fO.2) MeV
%b:
99Zr:
loom
:
10lm
:
lolzro
.

(3.7 ~0.2)

MeV

(2.4 + 0.1) see,

(4.5 ~0.2)

MeV

(6.6 ~0.2)

(6.5 ~0.3) MeV

(14.3 ~0.6)

aec,

aec,

(7.0 -&O.2) see,

(4.6 ~0.2)

(3.3 ~0.6)

(6.5 ~0.7) MeV

see,

MeV

In three instances, the half-life of the parent nuclides
could be estfmated from the decay curves aa follows.

1.

97Sr:
99Y :

(0.4 ~0.3)

100Zr:

(1.0 *0.9)

INTRODUCTION
In nuclear phyaica there ia great interest in

those nuclidea that are far from the bottom of the
1,2
About 2,000 fJ-unstablenuclfdes
mass trough.
-2
sec should be
with a half-life of greater than 10

see,

(0.8 ~ 0.7) see,
sec.

nuclei with high-energy protons. There are no
capture reactiona which would Lead to nuclei with a
comparable high neutron exceaa. Only nuclear fis235
aion, e.g., thermal fission of
U, yields a
large number of neutron-rich nuclei in the A = 80

expected. Only a few of these are known today.

to 160 masa range which, after volatilizationof

Nuclear spectroscopyof nuclei with high proton or

prompt neutrons, are still about three unit charges

neutron excess provides data which can be used to

from the proton-neutronratio of stable nuclei.

extrapolate theoretical expressions into the area

These nuclidea decay into stable nuclei through

of unstable nuclei in the slopes of the maas trough.

multiple R- tranaitions.

Nuclei with high proton excess can be produced
with the aid of acceleratorsby bombarding stable

Becauae of their high neutron excess, the
fission products are high in the slope of the mass

1

trough; i.e., the Q values of the first ~ decay
events are high, and the half-lives are corre-

2.

spondingly short. Half-lives of a few tenths of a

2.1.

SEPARATIONOF FISSION PRODUC1’SBY GAS-FILLED
MASS SEPARATOR

second are the shortest that may be expected for

Senarator Desijzn
A gaa-filledmass separator was first built

fission products with significantyield. This is

by Cohen4 at Oak Ridge, and later by Armbrusters

experimentallyconfirmed by Seyfarth3 who recorded

at Munich. A new apparatua of this type, con-

the mean ~ activity of the fission-productpopu-

structed during 1963 through 1966 for the J~lich

lation aa a function of time.

fission products, one must first separate the nu-

2 (Dido) research reactor, delivera a high thermal14
neutron flux of 2 . 10
cm-2ae&1.6 ThIa apparatus ia shown in Fig. 1. A l-mg/cm2 layer of 235U

clide under study from the mixture produced in fis-

at the hot end of an evacuated radiation-tubeinsert

sion. For some chemical elements, such rapid chem-

serves as the fission-productsource with a source
strength of 5 . 1012 fi.tion products per ~ecO

To perform nuclear spectroscopyof individual

ical processes have been developed that separation
times of only a few seconds are possible. For

The radiation-tubecollimator defines a solid angle
-6
of magnitude 1.4 0 10 . The fission products

other elements, radiochemicalmethods are not
applicablebecause such cpecific and rapid separation methods are lacking. For some time there

falling into this nolid angle are deflected from

have been projects that combine chemical ●nd phys-

logical shield by a focucing magnet system, ●nd

ical means for separating isotopes.2 A selective

are separated according to their mass.

chemical process, e.g., a gas-flux method, brings

neutron and

certain chemical elements from among the reaction

In the operating range of the magnetic field, the

products from the target to the ion source of an

vacuum chamber ia filled with several Torr of he-

electromagnetic“on-line” separator. Some trana-

litnnwhich is separated frcanthe rest of the vac-

port time and tranaport leas must always be ac-

utnnsystem by VYNS windows with

cepted in a process of this type which works with

70 lbgkm2.

moderated fission products.

products in helium permit velocity focusing and

the neutron and y-ray background outaide the bi-

On-line ●eparatora employing purely physical

Y

The strong

beam ia destroyed in a beam catcher.

●

thickness of

Charge transfer collisions of ffcai.on

collection of all ionic charge states on one tra-

separationmethods utilize the fact that fission

jectoryhaviog a mean radiua of curvature P. The

produces fission products in the form of ions of

fission-productflight time from the source to the
For the high-

such high ionic charge that they may be deflected

separator focus is about 1 wsec.

in magnetic fields. However, the ionic charge for

yield maem range,

such nomnoderated fission products is not sharply

104 fission products/cm2/secis obtained at the

delineated; rather, the ionic charge numbers of

focal point.

fiaaion products of one mass form
with a half-width of about 30%.

●

distribution

corpuscular stream density of

The mass separator vacuum oystem is highly

In all maaa

to

●

contaminatedby krypton and xenon originating in

spectrometersthat separate according to the ratio
of ionic charge number to mass, this leads

sep-

aration of individualmasaea into different ionic

the fission source. The pump exhaust gas

● nters

the reactor exhaust canal only through a decontamination vessel that guaranteea sufficient holdup

charge components. High renolving power of the

time. When necessary, the gaa may also be held

apparatus is required for separation, and the re-

back in pressure containers by means of a com-

sulting intensity yield is generally poor.

pressor. Vacumn pmnps, storage containers, and

The gas-filled mass separator solves the difficulty of wide ionic charge diatrfbution for nonmoderated fiaaion products in

●

f

special manner.

It

compresaora are located in

●

gastight compartment

behind a lead shield in the bottom of the reactor.
Helitanpressure in the charge-tranaferchamber is

permits “on-line” mass separationwith high-inten-

maintained by circulation. The gas inlet valve

sity yield, ●lthough with only moderate masa reso-

I* regulated by a light barrier that

lution. It ia well suited for nuclear measurement

level of a U-type tube manometer filled with pump

of fission products.

oil.

● cana

the

.

1

2

[

3

Magne

I
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Key:

Vacuum
VYNS window
Charge-transferchamber,‘1-mm Hg
helium pressure
9- Beam ca~cher
10 - Image plane
678-

1- Reactor core
2- 235u fi~eion source
3- Collimator
4- Lock
5- Biological shield
Fig. 1.

Gas-filled masa separator for fission products, at the J~lich FRJ-2 research reactor.

2.2. OperatinE Principle of the Separator

where Z and v denote nuclear charge and velocity of

As fission products pass through the helium

the fissfon product, and V. is w137 of the velocity

path, they transfer chargea and their ionic charges

of light. C and Y are experimentallyfitted para-

aasume an equilibrium distribution. According to a

meters.

formula given by Heckman et al.7 and empirically
8
confirmed by Betz et al., the mean value, ~, of

netic induction B, fission products of mase A are

this distribution can be describad by the expres-

deflected into trajectorieswith a mean radius of

aim

curvature, p. Therefore,

~=z
[

1 - C.exp (- +
Voz

1

,

(1)

In passing through a magnetic field with mag-

Av
BP - —

(2)

For c s 1, which is fairly well satiaffed, Eq. (1)
may be approximatedby

sion products of one mase chain. In the light
fission-productgroup, one can establish at optimum helium pressure a resolution of A(BP)/BP of

.

(3)

about 4.32 an compared to 6.lZ for the heavy fission-productgroup. These resolution values were

Equations (2) and (3) yield the following approxi-

determined by the method described below. The

mate expression:

correspondinghelium pressures in the chargetransfer chamber were 6.5 Torr for the light, and

.

(4)

1.3 Torr for the heavy fiaaion products.
2.3.

Fission products belonging to a maas chain A pass
the deflectionmagnet with

●

mean primary nuclear

charge Zp; this is the centroid of primary nuclear
charge distributionproduced in fission. As long
as this Zp is an unambiguous function of

A,

Gamma-Suectroacouyas a Tool for Identification of IndividualNuclides and Investigation of Separator ProDertiea
The separators moderate resolution can be

illustratedby the degree of beam purity: in the
light fission-productgroup, only 13% of all fis-

the

separator will actually sort out the fission pro-

sion products collected at the focus belong to

ducts according to their masses.

the equilibriummass that corresponds to the chosen
value of BP; the rest are neighboringmassea that

Bp = f(A) -

A
ZP(A)l-Y

(5)
“

T’lum,the beam arriving at the collector
always conniats of a mixture of fission products

In certain caaes, advantage can be taken of the
approximate proportionalityof the fission products
AandZ.
One then obtainP
BP - Ay

.

are not being sought.

(6)

with a certain mass range. To identify fission
products of a opecificmasa, i.e., to identify
individual nuclides of a specific mass chain in
thin mixture, we make use of their radioactive
properties. With the Munich separator, Hove-

The dependence of the magnitude of C and y upon
the atomic number Z is reflected by the fact that
the simple power law of Eq. (6) can be approximated
within emall rangea only with a constant exponent.
Consequently,we define an experimental quantity:

stadt9-11 used a nuclear spectroscopyprocess that
allowed him to analyze the half-life and

energy

of

a single y line in the multitude of radioactive
sources. Because of the moderate separator re80lution, the Y line of a specific nuclide is not
found only at the Bp-value corresponding to its

r=S!QQ@

.

(7)

mass; rather, the y-line intensity distribution
plotted against BP produces a Gaussian curve with

This quantity gives the local gradient of the maas
calibration curve B = f(A), that 1s, the maaa dis-

strong y lfnea at different Bp values, one can
obtain a separatormaas calibration on the basis

persion of the separator.
Of importance for the resolution of the mass
separator is the variation of thoce ionic charge
valuea that are obtained by averaging over the path
length of each fission product in the charged gas
stream, againat the average value of the total
equilibrium distribution, q.

a half-width of 4.3%. By systematic search for

Other contributions

to the resolution ● re cauaed by the diffuaivity of
the beam by multiple scattering in the gas and in
the VYNS windows, by the size of the source and
the detectors, and by the distributionof nuclear
charge, Z, about the average value of Zp for fis-

of identifiable,known y lines, whereaa the unknown lines must be attributed to new nuclides.
COnveraely, ●pectroacopymay be used

to

in-

vestigate ion physics properties of the mass separator. The experimental line configuration and
it8 half-width, i.e., the Bp resolution, were
measured in the charge-transferchamber aa a function of helium preosuro.6 The resolving power of
the apparatua for other gaaes waa nimilarly investigated. This method may ●lso be used to determine the parameters C and y in Eq. (1) which

● re

*

1

a function of the nuclear charge number of the fis-

fieeion products; i.e., d in A -d

sion products and of the transfer medium. Grue-

velocity spectrum of fiasfon products in the sepa-

in Z.

For the

ter’z performed part of these ion phyaico investi-

rator, q is, furthermore, approximatelyproportional

gations in preparing a Master’s Thesis.

to v, so that ~

2.4.

pression:

Anvarent Mess Shift of Primary Fiseion Prow

-1.

d ln(Bp) -

In Eq. (5) which expreasea BP eolely aa a

(

function of mass A, we a8mmed that the same average Z (A) applies to all fiaaion products of a mans
P
chain passing through the deflecting magneta. How-

This leads to the ex-

1 - ~dlnA
‘)

.

(lo)

According to Eq. (7), the slope of the mass calibration curve is described by

ever, this is correct only for secondary fission
~ _ d in (BR~
dlnA

products, i.e., for those nuclides produced not in

.

(11)

.

(12)

fiesion, but by ~ decay of primary parent nuclides
only at the separator collector. lhe term “prfmary

Equations (10) and (11) yield

fission products” refers to the fission products
m*lnz

T-l=-

present after volatilization of prompt neutrons.
When fiesion-productactivity is measured in hours
or minutes, we are dealing exclusively with eec-

Considering a Bp variation in the total differen-

ondary fiaaion products.

tial of the form of Eq. (9) which iS caused by

If, however, the investigationis extended
into the half-life range of seconds, then we deal

variation of Z only (with A held conetant), we
M=l
find, again with the approximation6
In v
~

more and more with primary nuclidee. We are then
~dlnz
d ln(Bp)A _ con~t ‘-61nZ

in part investigatingnuclei that have already

.

(13)

passed through the deflecting system with their own
Z, rather than nuclei that all pasa through the de-

According to SIq.(11), this variation in BP corre-

flecting system with the Z of their even shorter-

spond to an apparent mass variation in the mass

lived parent nuclei. The average ~ corresponding

calibration curve:

to this mixture, which according to Eq. (4) applies
dln

to deflection, will then always be am.zllerthan Z
P’
i.e., smaller than the average for all primary

A=dlnr(Bo~

,

(14)

or, by use of Eqs. (12) and (13),

nuclear chargee of the mass under study.
As a result, the centroid of the intensity

dlnA=~

distributionof such primary nuclides will appear

r-l

dlnZ

,

(15)

at higher values of B!J;i.e., the masa indicated
dA=~

iS too high.

r-lA

~dZ

.

(16)

Correct allocation of primary fission products
requires a quantitativeestimate of this apparent

The difference AZ = ~ - Zp discussed above is subTo evaluate this expression, the

masa shift. Equation (2) yields the total dif-

stituted for dZ.

ferential in logarithmic form:

shape of primary charge distribution and the posi-

dln(Bp)=dlnA+dln

v-dln~

.

(8)

tion of ita average Zp must be known as a function
13
the
According to Wahl,

of fission-productmaaa.
With the general argument~ = ~ (v,z), we obtain:

distributionwaa asaumed to be a Gaussian function
according to exp

d In (BP) = d Ln A+

d lnv

- ~dlnz-

[-(z.zp)2/o.86] .

The values of Zp are computed from the equation

~dlnv

.

(9)
‘p “ ‘uCD&b

(17)

But A and Z are approximatelyproportional for

5

For these reasons it is advfcable to separate

where the positive sign applies to light, and the
negative sign to heavy, fiesion products.

‘UCD

(unchanged charge density) is givenby

the irradiation and measurement locationc. Here,
the detector ia a 25 cm above the focus. The
applied activity is trano~rted to that point by

‘UCD -~

[A+v(A)]

(18)

#

an intermittentlymoving, cyclically operating
tranaport band.

where Y(A) denotes the number of volatilized prompt
16
neutrons. Milton and Fra8er’a results, when

3.2, An IntermittentlyOperating Tranauort Band

corrected for the proper total number of prompt
15
neutrons given by Reisdorf, are considered the

urement sitee by means of an intermittentlyoper-

beet experimentalvalues available for the number
of volatilized prompt neutron@. From Reiadorf and
15,16
Armbruoter’ameasurements,
the A value is set
at 0.55 independentof maao to beat approximate the
earlier experimental result. More recent, unpublished measurements with the Jfilichmass separator
yield a A of 0.40 which ia only slightly dependent
on ma6S; however, we have not used this numerical
value in performing the calculation.
r, one can compute the apparent maas shift in the
maaa separator for any primary fission product.
A CYCLICALLYOPERATING TRANSPORT BAND FOR
FISSION-PRODU~ DECAY MEASUREMENT

3.1.

Separation of Irradiation and Measurement
Locations
In principle, one could position a detector

device for nuclear ●pectroacopydirectly at the
target in the separator focuo. However, such an
arrangementwould have the following disadvantages.
For decay measurements, the target wuld

have to be

irradiated for some time, then the fission-product
beam would have to be turned off by meane of a
shutter to allow inveatigatfonof the decaying
activity at the target. Use of this method in
cycles gave only 50% time utilization of the fission-productbeam supplied by the maaa separator.
Furthermore, particularly strong background from
scattered y quanta that hit the target from the
same direction ● s the fission products, and which
therefore cannot be screened out, will have to be
expected at the focus, which is at the same elevation aa the collimator opening of the radiation
tube ineert. Finally, the vacuum tube through
which the fiaaion products approach constitutes a
heavy apace limitation on design of a detector
ayatem which should approximate4n geometry aa
nearLy as pocaible.

6

ated tranaport band. The method of operation ia
as follows: the transport band is at reot for

●

preselected period of irradiation or “cycle duration.” During this time, a 32-mm2 section of the
band fa irradiatedwith fission products. Thfs
section is then suddenly brought to the measurement
location. While the fiaoion-productdecay events
are being registered there, generally with the
measuring period divided into several intervals,
a new section of the transport band is being ir-

From the data given and from the slope value

3.

Hovestadtg separated irradiationand meas-

radiated at the focus. l’hiaprocess ia repeated
at a constant BP value until statistical data for
the recorded decay spectra are sufficient.
Fig. 2 shows the tranaport-bandlayout. For
the sudden, rapid band trannport,Hovestadtg used
a system of electromagneticallyoperated slip
clutches, brakea, and blocking pins which were
difficult to operate in a vacuum chamber. At
J~lich, the axlea of all vehicles required for
band movement were, therefore, carried to the outside through vacuum rotary transmissions. The
rapid-transportwheel i6 driven by a cross wheel.
The cross wheel is driven by an eccentric crank
gear, so that only 10% of one gear rotation is
needed for a quarter turn, instead of the usual
25X.
●

During the other 90% of the gear rotation,

delivery loop is wund

off the lower drum to

provide the necessary band length for ●ubaequent
rapid transport. The loop formed above by the
preceding rapid tranaport ia simultaneouslywund
onto the upper drum. Durfn8 the fasteat meaauringchember operation, 0.1

●ec

ia required for rapid

trancport from the irradiation to the measurement
location; this may be repeated once per second.
The choice of optimum cycle duration ie gov●rned by the half-life of the nuclide under study.
Although nuclides whose half-lives are mall compared to irradiation time are being acctmnulatedat
the irradiation site until saturation, they decay

Key :

1- Vacuum chamber

1“

2-

Ge(Li)-diode
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Fig. 2.

15 - From ring crystal
16 - Coincidence
17 - Anticoincidence
w-

Preempliffer

PM-

Photomultiplierwith emitter follower

LV - Linear amplifier
z-

I(OI- Quadruple coincidence stage
vK-

.

Two-parzmetermultichannel analyzer

1

Teat setup for nuclear spectroscopyof short-lived fission products.

rapidly at the beginning of the measurement period,

half-life to irradiation period. Figure 3 givea

and do not contribute further to total activity.

the yield function for an example in which the

Conversely, for nuclidea whose half-lives are long

measurement interval begins after 14% of cycle

compared to irradiation time, saturated activity ia

duration, and ends at 90%.

not even reached at the irradiation site. ‘Ihe

with optimum adjustment of the ratio of half-life

yield, h, is defined aa the ratio of the nmber of

to irradiation period.

The yield iS about 30%

The time discriminationproperties of the

nuclei of a nuclide which decay during the measure-

,

COunter

ment period in front of the detector device, to the

intermittentlyoperated transport band described

number of nuclei of the same nuclide which are being

by the yield function permit rough separation of

applied to the traneport band during the irradiation

fission-productactivities with respect to their

period. Hovestadt has computed yield functions for

half-lives.

various cycle durationa and measurement intervals

3.3.

relative to half-lives. When the measurement period
extends over the full cycle, one can obtain an

The Detector Svatem
Figure 2 shows the detector system at the meas-

urement location. The principle of Hovestadt’s

optimum yield of 40% by choosing an-1:2 ratio of
7

0,3,

,

I

03
s

e

af

10

!.0

0,1

Half-Life
IrradiationPeri~
Fig. 3.

Yield function, h, of the intermittentlyoperated transport band for a measuring time of 14 to 90%
of cycle duration.

methodg’10 used here for identificationof fission
productc, consists of registration,by 9-Y coincidence measurement, of

the characteristicy radiation

rounding ring crystal are negated by the anticoincidence condition. Suppression of the Campton

emitted by an excited state ●fter it is populated

peak is especially important aa the Y spectra are

by 6 decay. Thi# coincidencemethod has the advan-

very complex because of the main nuclei simulta-

tage of suppressing the strong Y background of the

neously irradiatedonto the transport band. How-

reactor hall. ‘lhe9 signal in provided by a $

ever, the geometry used is not designed for opti-

counter, whereaa a Ge(Li)-diode serves aa y detec-

. mum Compton repression, but rather for maximum GC

tor. Between these, the tranoport band ia located

diode detection probability. Depending on the

in a small vacuvm chamber that has two Hostaphan

spectrum, the repression factor rangea from 2 to 4.
For y quanta not derived from a (knnptonpro-

windows with a surface density of 11 mg/cm2 at the
measurement location.

cess

The Ge detector ha- a detection-aensftivevol-

in the Ge diode but coming directly from the

irradiated transport band, the ring crystal has

ume of ahnoat 20 cm3 and, with the electronic equip-

a total detection probability (i.e., a detection

ment used (see Sec. 3.4), gave an energy resolution
60
of 5.5 keV for the 1330-keV m line. The detec-

probability integrated over the photopeak ●nd the

tion probability integrated over the photopeak was

detection probability ia practically independent

absolutely determined for the existing geometry;
-3
for 1330-keV Y energy it is 1.0 . 10 .

of energy. Accordingly, ttm Y lines of a y-Y caa-

The Ge diode ia connected to the corresponding
Dewar vessel through a specially built, long cold
finger, so that the diode can be used inside

an

anti-Compton ring crystal. This 12-in.-longby

Compton peak) of 2 . 10-l; from O to 1300 keV, the

cade attenuate each other in the Ge diode spectrum
by the ratio of their emission probabilitiesmultiplied by 2 0 10-1 becauae of the ●nticoincidence
condition. Finally, the entire ring crystal must
be surrounded with heavy lead sheathing to shield

9-in.-diam NaI ●cintillatfon crystal has a 3-in.-

it frca the high Y background in the reactor hall,

diam central through bore.

because all y quanta hitting the large-volume ring

Six photcxnultipliers

are mounted in a circle on one face. The crystal ia
connected in anticoincidenceto the &

diode. Thus

it reduces the Compton background in the spectrum,
because all events in which

●

Y quantum Cowpton-

●cattered in the Ge diode is detected in the sur-

8

.

crystal produce ●nticoincidence●ignala which, in
case of
losses
An

●

of

high rate, would lead to high dead-time
the coincidence array.

●nthracene crystal B scintillator la lo-

cated on the

other

●ide

of

the transport band ba-

.

hind the transmission-counter-typeB counter. The
anthracene crystal allows recording of B epectra

.

ternal electronic clock set to the desired cycle

system of the S transmission counter and the !3

duration. With

crystal forms a B spectrometerof low y sensitivity as described by Armbruater and Specht.17 For
207
the 976-keV
Bi conversion electrons, the anthra-

of cycle duration, pulses may be taken off to

multivibrators. The testing process can then be

ceriecrystal attains a B-energy resolution of 150

programmed by meana

keV.

the transport process is initiated, the multichan-

The crystal is l-in. thick, sufficient to

a

time scanner having unita of 1%

addreaa a system of univibratora or flip-flop

of

socket-switchconnections:

safely absorb 7.5-MeV P particlea. The crystal

nel analyzer and the counters are turned on, or

diameter is 2.5 in. To reduce fringe effects that

the multichannel analyzer is reset for storage in

might distort the spectrum, a 40-nmvdiam steel

another memory section. The number of cycles

diaphragm is mounted between the transmission

during which the irradiation and measurement pro-

counter and the crystal.

cess is to be repeated for a constant value of BD

inside the vacuum in the irradiation section of
the

test

chamber. This semiconductordetector

can be set by mechanical preelection counters.
Thereafter, the deflecting magnet power supply is
switched to the next step, and the multichannel

registers the fission products that pass through

analyzer memory is printed out, alwaya one cycle

the transport band perforations, and thue monitors

later.

the permanency of the fission-productbeam supplied by the separator.
3.4.

Electronic Equiment and Control
Figure 2 includes a block diagram of the

electronic equipnent used. The pulses of the GS
diode, 8 counter, and fission-productmonitor are
transmitted through charge-sensitivepreamplifiers
to their respective linear amplifiers, and the NaI
ring crystal and anthracene crystal signals are
transmitted to their respective linear amplifiers
through photomultiplierswith emitter follower
stages. The single counting rates of all five
branches

are

recorded in counters for control

purpo8es. The amplifier outputs from the B crystal, B counter, and @

diode are given in coin-

cidence to a multicoincidencebox, and that from
the ring crystal is given in antfcoincidence. The
multicoincidencebox is operated with a 0.2-usec
coincidence resolution period. The multichannel
analyzer gate is opened by the coincidence signals which are recorded in a control counter. The
analog ai.gnalsfrom the Ge diode and anthracene
crystal can be stored in the 4096-channel analyzer
in one- or two-dimensionaloperation. The electronic pulse equipment is of conventionaldesign

.

radiation and measurement processes is by an ex-

coincident to the Y lines. Here the coincidence

A silicone boundary layer counter is located

.

Overall control of the cyclically repeated ir-

except that the Ce diode requirea a special lowbackground branch consisting of a FET-preamplifier,
Tennelec Wdel

TC 130, and a main amplifier, Tenne-

lec Model TC 200.

4.

RSCORDING AND ANALYSIS OF FISSION-PRODUCTBCOINCIDENT y SPECTSA
Measurement Method and Data Evaluation

4.1.

A

nuclide can be identified if it emits a

strong ~-coincidentY line whose intensity can be
recorded aa a function of the BIIvalue. However,
a multitude of nuclides are alwaya simultaneously
present at the detector. This is due partially to
the moderate separator resolution, and partially
to the low time discriminationof the transport
band. Use of a Li-drifted Ge diode as Y detector,
9,10
instead of a NaI crystal such as Hovestadt
used in Munich, therefore proved not only advantageous, but alao unavoidable because the Y detector must be able to distinguish between the two Y
evergies when two nuclidea with y lines of simf.lar
energy exist at neighboringmasses. Only in that
cdse can the intensity distribution plotted against
BP be separated into two Gaussian lines, which is
the prerequisite for differentiationand classification of the nuclidea. With a NaI crystal, this
ia possible only in a few favorable cases because
the cryatalts energy resolution is one order of
magnitude inferior to that of the Ce diode used
here.
We firat attempted a test series of the same
extent aa that subsequentlydescribed for the Ge
detector with a NaI crystal that was being used in
conjunctionwith the anti-Compton ring crystal.

9

They were roughly

However, we could not obtain results that would

always ranged frma~

lead substantiallyfurther than those obtained by

fitted to the beam intensity at the focu~,which

Hovestadt at Munich, despite ❑uppreaoion of Cemp-

varies for the different mass ranges depending on

ton peaka in the spectra and the fact that the

fission yield.

fiaafon-productbeam at J~lich waa 10 to 20 times
more intense that that at Munich.

to +20 h.

The y spectra supplied by the Ge detector were
stored in the multichannel analyzer ao that about a

Conversion of the apparatua to the 20-cm3 Ge

quarter of the analyzer memory, or 1024 channels,

diode resulted in a factor of 50 loaa in detection

was available for the O- to 2-MeV y-energy range.

probability integrated over the photopeak compared

The test period within each cycle was subdivided

to the 3-in.-diam by S-in.-long NaI crystal pre-

into four equal intervals.

viously used. fiis intenafty loaa is fully effec-

dingly stored one after the other in different

tive, for instance, in recording a !3spectrum co-

memory sections. Accordingly,we obtained four

incident to a y line, because the coincidence rate

partial spectra for each BP value in each test run;

The

pulses were accor-

is determined by the integral over the photopeak.

these describe the time decay of activity and

It is leaa detrimental in evaluation of one-dimen-

permit rough half-life analysia of the y lines

sional y spectra, where it ia primarily important

present. After completion of the preselected num-

that the line be clearly diotinguiahablefrom the

ber of cycles, the four spectra stored in the 4096

background in the apectrun. The Oe diode half-

analyzer channel. were automaticallyprinted out

width in smaller, e.g., at 1330 keV it ia reduced

on punched tape. The punched tapea were read Into

by a factor of 13 compared to that of the NaI crys-

an IBM 1401 computer with a plot program. The

tal; accordingly, the peak height decreaaea by only

computer plotted the spectra directly onto

a factor of four.

aheeta. About 300 spectra were processed. Figure

To find the strong B-coincidenty lines for

60-cm2

4 ia a typical plot.
With the division of the multichannel ana-

12 BO valuea corresponding to the light fiaaionproduct masa range, and 11 valuea correspondingto

lyzer described above, the y-energy difference per

the heavy fission-productmaas range, we recorded

channel is about 2 keV. With the 5.5-keV energy

and registered the Ge-detector spectra one-dimen-

resolution this leads to needle-shapedphotopeaks.

sionally in the multichannel analyzer. For this

A

purpose, the Ge diode and P counter were connected

uation of such peaks waa not yet available. There-

in coincidence,and the ring crystal in anticoin-

fore, we evaluated the plotted spectra by hand

cidence. We used the tranaport-bandtime discrim-

through graphical integrationof the photopeaks.

computer program for automatic search and eval-

ination by covering the BP range in four separate

In ao doing, we could determine the channel number

teat series with cycle durations of 130 min. 8 min.

of the line centroid to ~ 1 channel, corresponding

30 see, and 2.1 sec. Here the two teat series with

to *2

keV. The y-detector energy calibration

longer cycles furnish essentially the Y lines

performed with conventionaly-calibration speci-

emitted by longer-livedfission products in the

mens alao showed time variations of ~ 1 channel,

range of hours and minutes, ao that a separator

correspondingto ~ 2 keV.

maas calibration, i.e., the curve BCI=

can

f(A),

be obtained. The two short-durationtest series
enter into the range of seconds-longhalf-lives
which contains many aa

yet

unknown nuclides.

The number of cycles, for which we repeated
irradiation and measurement at constant BP valuea,
waa aa follows: for the 130-min run, 3
cycles;

to

10

for the 8-mfn run, 30 to 170 cycles; for

Accordingly, a k3-keV

error in energy determination is assumed for all
y lines.
The line intensities obtained by integration
over the photopeak after the background ia subtracted were plotted against Bp using Y energy as
the parameter, separately for each teat run and
for each quarter of a meaaurfmg interval. For
clean, noninterminglinglinet, the intensity

the 30-aec run, 600 to 2500 cycles; and for the

distribution represents Gaussian distributions

2.1-sec run, 6000 to 18,000 cycles. Accordingly,

of about 4.3% and 6.1% half-width for the light

the measurement perioda for a particular BP value

and heavy fission-productgroups, respectively.

10
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Fig 4.

Example of B-coincidentY spectrum.

The peak of this Gausaian distribution represents
the Bp value of the respective Y line. The smal-

E~ = 137keV

lest line intensity clearly distinguishablein a
30 see Run

single spectrum, and whose maximum in the BD dis-

/7

Lf-i\ -

tribution can still be determined, is ‘l/min.
Figure 5 is an example of the intensity diatri.bution of a etrong Y line plotted against BP, separately for the four quarters of the measuring
interval.
Let us atnmnarizethe conditionsfor occurrence of strong, B-coincidentY lines. The emitting nuclides must have significant fission yield,
P decay must not primarily lead immediately to the
ground state of the daughter nucleus, and the p-y
transitions should not branch too much into different energy levels and different cascades.
4.2.

Identified.ICKIOWn
Y Lines of Lone-Lived
Fission Products
Using the method described above, we found a

‘o

2

6
$4

w
u

2

H

1

3

0,95

number of Y lines which could be attributed to
known nuclides on the basia of their energy and

1,0

1,05

1.10

B9 ( 106G.cm)~

of rough half-life analyaes. Their Bp value could
Fig. 5.
thus be used for masa calibration, i.e., to plot
the curve Bp = f(A). These nuclides are summarized
in Tables I and II.

The tables give first the teat

run in which the line was found, then the y energy

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Example of BP distribution of a strong Y
line-for the following measuring intervals:
3.3
9.9
16.5
23.1

to
to
to
to

9.9 sec after end of irradiation
16.5 “
“
“
“
“
23.1 “
“
“
“
“
29.7 “
“
“
“
“
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TABLE I
IDENTIFIED KNOWN NUCLIDES IN THE LIGHT FISSION-PRODUCTGROUP

~

Nuclide

Test Run

83Se
84B=

130 min

85mW
87K=
88Kr
I
I

88B=
89Rb
89Kr

,

90%
90K=

,

9 lSr
91m
925r
93Y

878

130 min

150

130 min

403

I
i

166, 195, 1840

30 sec

795
1030, 1245

130 rein,8 min
8 min

18

354

130 min

130 min

Reference

y-Energy Found (keV)

218, 494, 575
830

8 min

94Sr
97Nb
10IT=
I

10IM
103TC
104TC
lo5R”

18
18
18
19
20
21
18

8 rein,30 sec

122, 240, 1118

22

130 min

749, 1022

18

8 min

95

23

130 min

1380

18

130 min

268

18

258, 707, 886

24

916

18

1426

11

653

18

302

18

I
‘3Sr
94Y

18

8 min
130 rein,8 min
8 rein,30 sec
130 min
130 rein,8 min

588

18

136, 210, 343

25

356

25

722

18

130 min
8 min
130 min. 8 min
130 min

TAELE II
IDENTIFIED KNOWN NuCLIDES IN THE HEAVY FISSION-PRODUCTGROUP

f
Nuclide
131Te
~

~~Te

130 rein,8 min
130 min

y-Energy Found (keV)

Reference

149

18

412

26
18

I
135xe

130 min

849, 886

130 min

256

18

138Cs

130 min

467, 1015, 1440

18

130 min

170

18

139Ba

12

Test Run

141B*

130 min

193

27

145ce

8 min

726

18

measured, and, finally, the reference used in

nential relationshipof Eq. (6) in Sec. 2.2.

making the nuclide correlation.

curve ehape is determined by the relationshipof

4.3.

Preparation of Mase-CalibrationCurve and
Deecriotion of Mass DieDerEion and Resolution
The characteristicseparator properties meae-

The

the variables y and C to the nuclear charge Z (eee
Eq. (l), Sec. 2.2). The second curve from the
bottom in Fig. 6 ahowe the maae diapereion,r, as

ured are shown in Fige. 6 and 7 for the light and

defined in Eq. (7). The pointa and errore shown

heavy fieeion-productgroups, respectively. The

were obtained by making a etrafght-linefit through

data apply to optimum helium preeeurea of 6.5 and

every five pofnta of the mace calibration curve to

1.3 Torr in the charge-transferchamber for the

determine the local alope of I_’.The curvature of

light and heavy fission products, respectively.

the masa calibration curve ie a reflection of the
fact that the masa diepereion decreases markedly

The bottom eection of Fig. 6 chows the mace
calibration curve Bp = f(A) obtained when the meae-

in paeeing from lighter to heavier masees.
The third curve in Fig. 6 chows the measured

ured Bp values of the nuclidee listed in Table I
are plotted. Thie curve permits mace correlation

Bp resolution of the separator. The meaeured half-

of new nuclidee by use of the BP value of their y

width of the Y-line intensity has been plotted

lines. The mass calibration curve becomes stead-

against BP.

ily flatter with increasingmass.

The intensity distribution against Bp

could not be followed far enough to read a half-

It cannot be

deecribed by a constant exponent Y in the expo-

width for all y lines that could be ueed for maaa

I

i

a?+

d

8S

Fi68ion

w

Product

95

Ma88

m

105

A—

Fig. 6. Mase calibration curve, maes dispersion, BP resolution, and maes resolution (bottom to top) for
light fiesion producte at 6.5-Torr helium preaaure.
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A

?

135

Product

140

Mass

145

A—

Mass calibration curve, mass diaperaion, BP resolution, and mass resolution (bottom to top) for
heavy fission products at 1.3-Torr helium.

calibration. On the other hand, half-widths are
also shown for new y lines which will be discussed
later. These appear in part at A values which are
not integers because of the apparent mass shift
discuesed in Sec. 2.4.

For the light fia8ion-pro-

duct group, the BP resolution is found to be 4.3%,
independentof mass.

sired mans.
Figure 7, similar to Fig. 6, shows the four
correspondingcurves for the heavy fission-product
group. While 6.1% Bp resolution is not significantly inferior to that in the light fission-product group, the average mass dispersion,r, is 0.28
so that only ‘-22%masa resolution results. The

The upper curve of Fig. 6 shows the mass

poor mass dispersion and mass resolution are the

resolution of the separator,AA/A, obtained by

reaaon why only relatively few nuclides of the

dividing the Bp resolution into A.

heavy fission-productgroup could be identified.

Mass resolution

capacity in the mass range of light fission-pro-

The mass calibration curve could therefore be

ducts is degraded from 4.4% for lighter, to 8.8%

prepared only for a narrow mass range.

for heavier, maasea. The mass resolving power
values eaaily show that there ia alwaya a considerable mixture of neighboringmasses with the de-

14
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4.4.

Strong. Unknown Y Lines of Short-Lived Fission
Products in the Light Group
Since the maas-separatorproperties for the

maximum fntenaity distribution of the line.

duration, i.e., at about twice the half-life al-

heavy fiaaion-productgroup were appreciably less

ready roughly determined.

favorable than those for the light group, it seemed
futile to extend the search fournew, unknown Y

The aimpleat measurement performed for the
new lines waa an exact half-life analyaia. The

lines of heavy fission products. We therefore ran

.

The

tranaport band was operated at the best cycle

the 30-aec and 2.1-aec teata only for BP valuea

method described in Sec. .4.1gave only a rough
indicationof half-life behavior, because the mea-

correspondingto Itght fiaslon-productmasaea.

aurfng interval during which the transport band

We found many unknown lines of different intensity in these two teat runs. For further investigation, we had to perform triple coincidence experiments on these lines, as deacrfbed in Sec. 5.
For intensity reasona, we selected 12 nonlnter-

remaina in front of the detectors was divided into
only four quartera. For exact measurement, we
divided the 4096-channel analyzer into 16 subgroups
of 256 channelo each. By use of the electronic
clock, the aubaequent 16th of the multichannel

mingling lines which, at their maximum BP distribution, were found at a rate of at leaat 5/rein.

analyzer waa alwaya addreased after l/16th of the
meaauring interval during each cycle. The elec-

The strongeat Y line investigatedhad a frequency
of 160/min. Table III lists (a) the line energy

tronic equipment waa aet ao that the part of the
B-coincident Y spectrum containing the Line under

(b) the test run in which It was obeerved, (c) the

study would fall into the 256 available analyzer

half-life estimate from rough half-life analyaia,

chamne1a.

and (d) the apparent maas, A

simulated by the
aep’
separator,which follows from the BP value of the

val per line waa between 2 and 15 h.

Y line.

cycles were counted for short-lived, low-intensity

5.

Depending on Intensity, the measuring interUp to 27,000

lines. After completion of each measurement, the

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONOF UNKNOWN y LINES

data were printed out by the multichannel analyzer

5.1. Half-Life Measurement

printer, and the integral of the photopeak line

To further investigate unknown lines in the
light fission-productgroup, we adjuated the masa

intensitywas evaluated by hand after deduction

separator to the beat operating condition for each

of background for each of the 16 subgroups.

line. The magnetic field was adjuated and held

The teat results are shown in Sec. 7 with
.cPithe diacusaiona of individual nuclides. The-----

constant, so that the BCIvalue corresponded to the

TABLE III
NSW Y LINBS INVESTIGATED IN THE LIGHT FISSION-PRODU~ GROUP
Y-Energy
(keV)

Test Run

111

30 aec, 2.1 aec

125

2.1 aec

‘1/2

A

aep

ca.

8 sec

90.9 fo.3

ca.

1 aec

97.6 &0.3
98.8 kO.2

137

30 aec

ca. 13 aec

159

30 aec

ca.

6 aec

100.9 fo.7

273

30 aec

ca.

6 oec

101.7 to.7

293

30 aec

ca. 4 aec

102.0 *0.6

399

30 aec

ca.

5 sec

100.4 ~ 0.6

406

8 min

ca.

3 min

84.2 AO.2

468

30 see, 2.1 aec

ca. 2 aec

98.6 f 0.7

548

2.1 aec

ca.

3 aec

98.3 ~ 1.0

595

2.1 aec

ca.

3 .9ec

99.0 ko.7

810

2.1 aec

ca.

1 oec

96.6 ~ 0.7
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vity decay is ahown

as

a

function of time; here

trum waa formed from the adjacent P spectra on both

we chose the end of irradiationof the tranaport

sides, and deducted from this summary spectrum.

band, i.e., the beginning of rapid transport, aa

Thus we could truly deduct the coincident back-

zero time. We computed half-lives from the decay

ground beneath the photopeak of each y line. Thio

curves by use of a computer program (weighted

is possible only for two-dimensionalregistration

least-aquareafit). For some y lines, the semi-

of the 13-yspectra. It would not be possible

logarithmicplot of the decay curves ahowa a clear

the y-coincident f3spectra were recorded one-

curvature at the start, cauaed by the nuclide

dimenaionallyby controlling the multichannel

if

being built up from it. parent nuclide. In thetie

analyzer gate by means of the coincidence signal

casea, the points on the curved part of the curve

of a single-channeldiscriminator adjuated to the

were not used in making the machine fit, but were

photopeak.

used to try to estimate the half-life of the parent
nuclide.
5.2.

CoincidentS-Transition EnerKy Measurement
To roughly formulate a decay mode for a newly

investigatednuclide, we had to determine the Q
value of the E decay of each of the unknown y
lines. Therefore we had to record the ~ spectrum
coincident to the Y line and, in a eubaequent step,
check whether the Y line waa not part of a y-Y
caacade. 8 ground-state transition possibly occurring in the decay mode cannot be detected by

of background to Fermi-Kurie analysis. The re-

The detector system and electronic equipment
for recording such P spectra two-dimensionallyin
triple coincidence of Ge diode, &transmiasion
counter, and B-anthracene crystal,

are described

Some of

sults are shown in the figures in Sec. 7.

the statisticalerrors in the curves are large
becauae the integratedphotopeak intensity detected by the Ge diode is only moderate for coincidence testa. We determined the point of intersection of the Fermi-Kurie line with the energy
axis, i.e., the peak energy of the spectrum, as
f01lows.

Several aucceasive straight lines

drawn through the teat points by meana of

thin method.

puter progrm

●

were

com-

(weighted leaat-squaresfit) by

successivelyomitting one additional test point
from the analyaia, starting from the lower energy
side. The abscissaa of these lines approach

●

saturation point which determines the B energy.

in Seca. 3.3 and 3.4.
The multichannel analyzer was divided into a
matrix of 16 x 256 channela. Sixteen channela in
the y-direction were enough to register the sharp
Y line supplied by the Ge detector; the portion
of the total Y spectrum containing the line was
selected by an input format selector. Tttohundred
and fifty six channela were available in the ~directfon. The position of the Y line and its
background within the 16 channela waa firat exactly determined in the y-direction by one-dimensionally observed, but pseudo-two-dimensionally
registered measurement. The true ttm-dimensional
spectrum was then recorded. An example is shown
in Fig. 8.

To determine maximum B energy, we subjected
the Eispectra obtained by addition and deduction

The measurement intervala were of the

same order of magnitude a# those reported in Sec.

The

lower

energy portion of the Fermi-Kurie

plots sometimes deviates greatly from the line
determined in this manner. This can be attributed
to B-particle energy losses in the transport band,
in the vacuum window

of

the measuring chamber, in

the B-transmissioncounter, and in the ●nthracene
crystal cover. .However,in some case. it.●lso
involvea superpositionof the desired ~ spectrum
over a lower energy B ❑pectrun belonging to another coincident Y line. We made no ●ttempt

to

resolve the spectrum into several components becauae of inadequate statistical data for the
curvea.
To eliminate correcting for the P-particle
energy losses mentioned above, and to avoid the
possibility of contaminationof open ~-calibration

5.1.

Out of each 16 B spectra, those containing
the photopeak of the

Y

line under investigation

were added together for evaluation. A mean ●pee-

specimens, we calibrated the P-spectrometer energy
with known, long-lived fiaaion products. BP values and cycle duration were in each Instance adjusted to the optimus for the nuclides 85mKC,

16

.

.

@-Coincidence
for Ey S= 468

Spectrum
keV

z

Fig.

8.

10ITC 94Sr 88K
87ti and 90W0
,
,
8
s

Example of a t~-dimensional B-Y spectrum.
me

coincident

were added, and the coincident background was sub-

B energies for the strong Y lines of these nuclides

tracted as in Sec. 5.2. The final Y-Y coincidence

(see Table I, Sec. 4.2) were taken from Refs. 11

spectra thus obtained are given in Sec. 7 with the

and 18. The channel number corresponding to peak

descriptions of the new nuclides investigated.
Since the detection probabilitiesof both the

energy was found from the Fermi-Kurie plots in the

GS detector and the NaI crystal are absolutely

manner described above. The calibration line is

calibrated, it is possible to indicate the rela-

shown in Fig. 9.

tive intensity of coincident Y lines found. How-

Check for Y-Y Cascadea

5.3.

When the energy of a P transition coincident
to a y line has been determined, the sum of Y

bO.,

and

B-Calibration

P energy yields the Qvalue of B decay only if the
y Line is not part of a Y-Y cascade. Therefore,

so

t<

we also had to determine the Y-Y coincidence spec-

z
*
z

trum for each of the 12 new Y lines investigated.
For this purpose we replaced the anthracene crystal by a 3-in.-diam, 5-in.-long NaI crystal oper-

.

U=ao

4,0. ,

..

ated in coincidencewith the B-transmission
counter and the &

*K1

diode. With the geometry used,
2,0 -

‘Sr

the NaI crystal had a detection probability of
1.5

●

10-2 for a y energy of 1330 keV.

To keep

the background from incident 13particles low, the

1.0..

crystal waa shielded by a 6-mm-thick aluminum
abaorber plate which absorbed ~ energies up to
3

Mev.

50

The y spectrum coincident to the y line

1(2)

150

Channel No.—

under investigationwas obtained two-dimensionally
like the Elspectra described in Sec. 5.2. Figure
10 shows a typical example. Several single spectra

Fig. 9.

Energy calibration of the e-scintillation
spectrometer.
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Fig. 10. Example of two-dimensionalY-Y spectrum.
CtXIRSI.JiTION
OF TEST DATA

ever, this determinationcan only be rough, becauae

6.

the statistics for the y-coincidence spectra are

6.1, Correlation Criteria

only fair due to lack of intensity, as in the case
of the B-coincidence spectra.
With the low intensity and moderate resolving

The measurements described in Sec. 5 provided the following results for the 12 unknown
lines: half-life, coincident &transition ener-

power of the NaI crystal, it is difficult to sepa-

gies, and detection of possible coincidence of the

rate several energeticallyadjacent lines. If a

lines with each other or with other lines not de-

coincident Y line is present, the lower energy por-

tected in the test runs. From y-Y coincidence

tion of the spectrum cannot be further evaluated

measurement, several pairs from the 12 lines could

for additional coincident lines. A background of

iuanediately
be recognized as belonging to the same

events builds up in which the coincident Y rays

nuclides.

are Compton-scatteredeither in the NaI crystal or
in the aurroundtngmatter. Below 150 keV, the

We considered all available criteria in
identifying the new nuclidea. The masa value de-

spectra are unfortunately limited by a threshold

fined by the BP position of the line provided the

in the two-dimensionalelectronic array. tiin-

decisive indication for correlation. Where pri-

cident y lines of very low energy may therefore

mary nuclides were considered in correlation,we

be overlooked. However, their contribution to

had to compute their apparent mass shift according

the decay Q value would be smaller than the error

to the equations and numerical values given in

in P-energy measurement.

Sec. 2.4.
The half-life measurements provided additional
argumenta.

18

In several instsnces, the assigned half-

life of the nuclide was already known from radio-

The identified nuclidea are diecussed in detail in

chemical measurements. In other instances, the

Sec. 7.

activity curve ahowed a buildup from the parent

In three caaea it was impossible to eettmate

nuclide during the first memento after irradiation;

the as yet unknown half-life of the parent nu-

it follows therefrom that the parent nuclide must

elides. Theaewere’7Sr,

the nuclide under consideration.

.

Another indication of the identity of the nu-

’’Y, and100Zr.

Figure 15 shows a aectfon of the nuclide chart

have a cumulative yield and half-life comparable to

for the light fission-productrange. The eight
identified nuclides for which we arrived at a decay

clide in a masa chain could be obtained from the

mode, and the three whose half-lfvee we could esti-

measured y-linets intensity. With absolute cali-

mate are indicated by heavy squares. The half-

bration of the Ge-diode detection probability, and

livea of known nuclide.ewere taken from Refs. 18

computation of the transport band time yield func-

and 28.

tion, we could roughly estimate the line yield and
compare it with the cumulative yield of the nuclide
in question. The cumulative yield of the nuclide
may be larger than the line yield when the nuelide’a Y line falls together with a second Y
transition or with the B ground-state transition
that cannot be detected.

The following data were used in modifi29
for
cation or in addition: del Marmol’s values
83
As and
As; del Marmol and Neve de Mevergnies’
data’” fo~85As and 87As; Tomlinson’s data31 for
32
87Se
for the ru; the results of Amarel et al.
bidium isotopes 90 through 96 and the strontium
32a
isotopes 95 and 96; Gauvin’s data
for 97Rb;
33
for the krypton
Patzelt and Herrmann’a values

or (d,p) reactions in stable nuclei on the energy

isotopes 92 through 94; and, finally, the results
34
of Huebenthal et al.
‘lhe
for 98Zrand98Nb.

levels excited in the outer nuclei of nuclidea that

fission yields for individual mass chains were

In several irmtancea, we found data for (n)y)

might poaaibly be affected.
The Q value meaaured as a aum of P and Y ener-

taken from Ref. 28.

The centroid 2P as computed

from the data reported in Sec. 2.4 is shown in

gy waa considered an important criterion for cor-

Fig. 15 to illustrate the primary nuclear charge

rect assignment. The experimentalvalue must fit

distributionwithin a chain.

easily into the Q-value ayatem. For this purpose,

7.

we drew Way-Wood lines from the known Q valuea for
the maas range A = 78 to 106. These are shown in

DISCUSSION OF IDENTIFIED NUCLIDES

7.1.

Selenium-84
The 406 ~ 3-keV line (see Table III, Sec.

Figs. 11 through 14. The Q valuea of newly inves-

4.4) could be attributed to 84Se. The half-life

tigated, correlated nuclidea and the respective

of this nuclide was known and was last determined
35
by Sattizahn et al.
as 3.3 * 0.3 min. Sattizahn

errora are shown in these figures.
Using the criteria mentioned, we compared the
measured data with a list of candi.dateacontaining

separated selenium from a fission-productmix by a

nuclidea with unknown decay modes and isomeric

rapid chemical method, successively extracted the
84
bromium formed, and then measured the
Br activity

atatea of already known nuclides in the respective

(milking method).

mass range. Applying all criteria and considering
teat errora left only one candidate for correlation

The BP position at which the 406-keV line was
found corresponds to a masa value of 84.2 ~ 0.2.
84
Se mass to be expected at the

for each Y line or for each Y-Y cascade recognized

The theoretical

as being coincident. In two casea several lines

mass separator is 84.0; i.e., there is no apparent

had to be attributed to the same nuclide although

masa shift. Although the nuclide may alao be pri-

they had not been observed in coincidence.

mary, dA (ace Eq. (16), Sac. 2.4) remains approx-

6.2.

Sunnnarvof Identified Nuclides
The G? new Y lines investigatedand reported

imately zero becauae r in this range ia close to 1.
Figure 16(a) shows the half-life measurement

in Sec. 4.4 were identified aa lines of the fol-

for the 406-keV line. The obtained value is

lowing eight nuclides.

3.5 ~ 0.1 min which agreea well with Sattizahn’a

99Nb,
84Se, 91Kr, 97Y,
99zr, loom, lolNb, lolzr.

earlier value. Del Marmo129 reported the halflife of the parent nuclide, 84As, as 5.8 sec. It
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Way-Wood lines for odd-odd nuclei.
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Fig. 16. Way-Wood lines for odd-even nuclei.
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Section of the nuclide chart for the light ffsaion-productrange.

is compatible with these data that activity decay

intensity and considering the transport-bandtime

shows no curvature at the beginning of the line in

functions, one can estimate a y-transition yield of

a semilogarithmicplot.

the same magnitude as the chain yield. According-

Fermi-Kurie analysis of the coincident ~

ly, practically 100% of the

S4

Se

decay occure above

transition, Fig. 16(b), yields a ~ energy of

the 406-keV line. Since we did not observe

1.4*0.1

Y-Y

Mev.

‘l’he
‘i-Ycoincidence apectmm, Fig.

coincidences

to

406

atrons

keV, we assumed this same

16(c), shows no y line coincident to 406 keV. Thus

yield for the 1.4-MeV B transition. Using the

the decay Q value is 1.S ~0.1

half-life, we then computed the value of log ft

MeV which fits well

into the Way-Wood diagram for even-even nuclei

aa about 4.0, which amounts to an allowed trans-

(Fig. 11).

ition.

Using the values for primary nuclear charge,
z
introduced in Sec. 2.4 and shown in Fig. 15,
P’
84
one obtaine a cumulative yield for
Se of about
90% of the chain yield. Using the 406-keV line
22

From these results, we show a proposal for
35
an 84Se decay mode in Fig. 17. Sattizahn had
shown that, within the accuracy of measurement,
84
84Br not to ~-min
Se decays only to 32-rein
,

,

o~.-+-+—4.———
Time

after

end

of

irradiation,

min

1

y-tiincidence
~;

Eyl

for

M&2
al
@’do!
CNg
&

~

Spectrum

= 406

keV

.

(b)
to

(is

(c)

Ep(MeV)-

i5

E~JMrV)

Fig. 16.

(a) Decay curve, (b) B-cofnci&nce spectrum, and (c) y-coincidence spectrum for the 406-keV
line of 8~Se.

84Br

.

Although Sattizahn statea that he could

not establish the energy position of the 6-rein

m

isOmer he discovered, it is given in Ref. 18 with-

o*

(45to.l)

ml*

out additional references as about 0.5 MeV above
the 32-reinground state. We sdopted this vslue

8LS

for Fig. 17.

lJ :Ql

84
As an even-even nucleus, Se in the ground
+
state haa O spin and parity. Since the @ trans-

(=noY.)
(log

ft =3 4.0)
.\>
QQ

ition ia allowed, the excitation level of the

(/

daughter nucleus, 84Br, can only have 0+ or l+.
Reference 18 reports 1+ or 2- for the 32-reinground

O -1,8:0,1

atate. Accordingly, for 1+, the ~ ground-state
84
Se to 84Br must also be allowed,

transition from

I

but the high yield of the 406-keV line stands
84Br
against this possibility. Therefore the

(2-)
32mm

ground state is asaigned 2-.

848r

Examination of the

unstable even-even nuclei 780e, 88Kr, and 90=

\

the vicinity of

84

Se

in

Lndi.catesthat the fldecay

there alao leada to ground states of the daughter
Fig. 17. proPosed 8~Se decay mode.

nuclei with 2

spin and parity.
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According to the assignment made, the 406-

chain yield. Accordingly, about 80Z of the

91W

keV radiation ie accompaniedby a change of parity.

decay eventa follow the 111-keV line. Seven

The level lifetime is shorter that the 0.2-usec

eighths of this energy level is then occupied by

coincidence resolution only in the cane of an El

direct 9 transition, and one eighth by lower ener-

or M2 transition, ao the line can be observed in

gy ~ transitionsutilizing the higher 630-keV y

~-y coincidence.

transition. The f3-coincidencespectrum for 111 keV

7.2.

ia

therefore 8hffted somewhat to lower energy val-

kYDtOIi-91

‘l’he
111 ~3-keV y line reported in Table III

ues. This effect ia estimated at about 0.1 MeV.
Thus the coincident 13energy is 5.6 ~ 0.4 MeV.

wasattributed to91Kr.

‘l%ehalf-lifeof this
The decay Qvalue is then 5.7 ~0.4

MeV, which fits

nuclide has long been known aa about 10 sec.
fairly well into the Way-Wood diagram for even-odd
Gamma spectroscopywas laat reported by Amiel et
al?6

They separated the inert gases krypton and

nuclei (Fig. 13).
Assuming a 70% branching ratio for the trans-

xenon from a fiaaion-productsource by a gaa-flux
ition, log ft for the 5.6-MeV 6 transition ia 5.3
method. There they found a 108-keV line with a
which is still within the range of allowed trans-

half-life of 8.5 ~ 1.5 sec and a three times

ition values.
weaker 509-keV line with a half-life of 8.5 ~ 3
37
sec. Borg et al.,
who introduced the gas flux
into the ion source of an isotope separator,had

The test results are aunxnarizedin a proposed
mode of ‘1- decay (Fig. 19). For the daughter
38
91
stipnucleus, Rb, tifoed-Hansenand Nielsen

earlier attributed a 109.2-keV line to the masa
ulated a 14-min isomer in addition to the l-rein
chain 91.
The Bp value of the 111-keV line and the mass-

ground state. However, neither Wahl et al.
23
and Amarel et al.32 o~e~d
Wehlgren and Meinke

calibration curve show a mass value of 90.9 ~ 0.3.
a 14-min 91Rb activity, ao only the ground state
By using the derivations in Sec. 2.4, one obtains
9lKr
a theoreticalvalue of A
,
aep = 91.5 * 0.2 for
based on the valuea and estimated errors for AZ.
For purely accidental experimental reasons,
the decay curve, Fig. 18(a), is available only in

is confirmed by experiment. The value given in
Ref. 32 it adopted as the latest half-life measurement.
According to the shell model, five d
-neu5/2
trons combine to a 5/2+ state for the 9LKr ground

the form of rough half-life analyeia for which the
state. The name spin and parity values are given
measuring interval was divided into four subgroups.
Computer fit yields a half-life of 7.9 * 0.5 sec

in the literature for the neighboring even-odd
87&
89K
91Sr 93S; and 95zr
,
,
,
,
. For the

nuclei,
which agrees with Amiel’a value within the

odd-even nuclei among the rubiditnnIsotopes, the
limits of error. Becauae of the coarse time grid,
we cannot determine the lifetime of the parent

ground otate ia defined by either p3,2- or

f5,2-

protons, depending on the number of neutrona.

nuclide of 91~.
Figure 18(b) shows the B-coincidence spectrum
for the 111-keV line in the form of a Fermi-Kurie
plot. Analyais yields a ~ energy of 5.5 ~0.4

MeV.

The y spectrum coincident to 111 keV, Fig. 18(c),

bmparison with neighboring odd-even nuclei of the
91
Rb ia not possible because
same neutron number as
the p3,2 and f512 subahells are already completely
filled, and higher nubshells are being occupied.
Accordingly, for the 91Rb ground atate, we cannot

contains a 630 ~ 20-keV Y line with a yield about
decide between 3/2- and 5/2-. Since B transition
one-eighth that of the 111-keV line. The lower
to the 111-keV energy level is permitted, it may
intensity Y line must be the upper line of the y-y
have 3/2+, 5/2+,or 7/2+.
caacade. Amiel’o 509-keV line was not found in
the special B-Y-Y spectrum or in the B-y spectra
of the test rune.
Using the 2P data from Sec. 2.4, we estimate
91
the cumulative yield of
Kr to be about 40% of
the chain yield. The yield computed from the fntenaity of the 111-keV line ia about 30% of the

24

The parity-modifying111-keV radiation can be
onlY of the El type. The lifetime of the energy
level corresponding to M2 radiation ia already
-4
about 10
aec. In this case, one could not detect the line in the B-y coincidence circuit because of the 0.2-wsec resolution time.

1
1,

(a)

Time after end of irradiation, in sec

150

I

u

Ep(M#)-

(b)

y-Coincidence epectrum
for EYl = 111 keV

Im ,

E~2(MW)

Fig. 18. Decay curve, ~-coincidence spectrum, and y-coincidence spectrum for the 111-keV line of 91Kr .

7.3.

Yttrium-97

Bp location are 97.6 ~ 0.3 for the 125-keV line

During Y-Y measurements,we recognized two of
the newy

linee, the 125 ~ 3-keV and 810 ~ 3-keV

linee, ae being coincident. They could be attributed to ‘7Y.

TO date, only one half-life deter40,41

mination, by Niece,

ia available for this nu-

cllde. Starting with a fiaaion-productmix, he
determined the independentyield of 97Zr aa a function of time, and on this baais estimated the
half-life to be 6 *2

97Y

eec.

The experimentalmaaa values implied by the

and 96.6 ~ 0.7 for the 810-keV line, or an average
of 97.3 y

0.3.

The

theoretical97Y value which

takea into account the apparent separator masa
shift ia 97.6 ~ 0.3.
Figure 20(a) shows the time decay

of

the two

lines in a semilogarithmicplot. The half-lives
are 1.11 ~

0.03

eec

for the 125-keV line and 1.09

f 0.07 sec for the 810-keV line, or an average of
1.11 * 0.03 sec. Niece’s value agrees with the
latter only by order of magnitude. Niece’s method

25

SO% of the chain yield. Accordingly, almost all of

(%’)

-.
m
&i+’

the 97Y decay event. follow the Y-Y caacade. From
the fact that both Y lines have nearly equal yield,
and that the respective coincident ~ energies agree

p,

within the limits of error, one may conclude that
it ie essentially the higher, rather than the mid-

dle, energy level which is being filled by 8 decay.
From this conclusion, the ~ energy ic averaged from

5,6?0.4
(s

the two measurements ao 4.8 ~ 0.2 MeV.

70”/.)

( /79 It =s5.3 )

the Y-Y cascade energy, we obtain

. .\
@‘

●

By adding

Q of 5.7 & 0.2

MeV which fite well into the system of Way-Wood

,4’

lines for the odd-even nuclei (Fig. 14). The log

ft of the P transition is about 4.1, which emeunts
to an allowed transition.

57 S,.

“Rb

\

Fig. 19. Proposed

91
~

Figure 21 shows a propoeed

97
Y decay mode.

For the ground state of the daughter nucleus, 97Zr,
~hen42
meanured 1/2+ #pin and parity by the
96Zr(d,p) reaction. A value of 7/2+ would have
been expected from the shell model. In a second
43
study, Cohen and Chubinaky also determined ‘7Zr

decay mode.

may possibly be affected by the fact that the jump
97
Zr to 97Y ia more than four
in half-life from

excited levels by the same method. llteLowest

orders of magnitude.

7/2+ state for 1270 keV.

With our assumption about the 2P distribution,
we can estimate the primary yield of 97Y

to

be

about 60%, and the cumulative yield of the parent
97
nuclide, Sr, to be about 20%, of the chain yield.
With this ratio of birth ratea, the fact that the
activity curves in Fig. 20(a) do not show any appreciable buildup at the selected irradiation time
suggests an estimated 0.4 ~ 0.3 sec for the 97Sr
half-life.
Figures 20(b) and (c) show the Fermf-Kurle
analysis of the P-coincidence spectra for the two

atatea found were a 3/2+ etate for 1110 keV and a
It is ●trikfng that 1110

and 810 keV, aa well ae 1270 and 935 keV (= 810 keV
+ 125 kev), differ by a

constant factor

of

1.37

to 1.36. But it is unreasonable to aasune such a
deviation in the energy calibration factor for the
43
For instance, both Larson
(d,p) measurements.
and ~rdon,a44
95Y P decay and
investigationof
45
agreed well with the
that by van Klinken et al.
94
levels found in Ref. 43 using the
Zr(d,p) reaction. Since Cohen and Chubinsky pointed out that
they had particularlygreat difficulty with contamination frcm 96Zr(d,p) reaction, we concluded

y linee. Evaluation yields coincident ~ energies

that the states filled by B decay are, in fact,

of 4.9 ~ 0.2 and 4.6 ~ 0.3 MeV for the 125- and

located below the 1110-keV energy level. In the

810-keV linen, respectively. Figure 20(d) ahowa

(d,p) measurement, these states ● re easily hidden

the 125-keV Y- coincidence spectrum in which the

by interferencewhen excitation occurs with only

810-keV line is pronounced. Canveraely, the 125-

a moderate excitation cross section.

keV line no longer appears in the 810-keV Y-coin-

‘Ihesequence of the

two

Y

lines in the Y-Y

cidence spectrum, Fig. 20(e), because it falle

cascade is

below the electronic threshold mentioned in Sec.

the lower valuea of the 810-keV line

5.3.

the limito of error, the higher yield and coinFrom the 125- and 810-keV line intenaitiea,

we computed that, within experimental accuracy,

●t

first uncertain. However, ●lthough
are

within

cident 6 energy of the 125-keV line ia considered
●n

indication that the 125-keV line ia the lower

both yields approximatelyequal the chain yield,

line in the caacade. The light shift of yield and

with the 810-keV line apparentlyhaving a ●emewhat

~ energy would then be caused by low direct popu-

smaller yield. The cumulative 97Y yield 1S about

lation of tha middle lavel of the caacade.
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Deca curves, ~-coincidence spectra, and y-coincidence spectra for the 125- and 810-keV lines
of 9Yy.

The 1/2- apin and parity implied by the shell
model is assumed to be the 97Y ground state, as is
partially confirmed by experiment on neighboring

levels filled by ~ decay cannot be identical with
those found by Cohen and Chubinsky.
7.4. Niobium-99

yttrium isotopes with even neutron number. Then
the allowed $ transition can lead only to a 1/2or 3/2- level. These spin and parity values show
also, when the assumption about the 97Y ground
state is accepted aa correct, that the energy

The 137 ~ 3-keV line was attributed to 99Nb.
The ground state and one iaomertc state are known
for this nuclide. The longer-lived state (2.5 rein)
wae first observed by Duffield et al.
100
Mo(y,p) reaction. Orth and Smith4;6m~~~~~e~a
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~rOutner48

.

97”

amd Huebenthal.49”0

Anattemptto

estimate the half-life of the parent nuclide, 99Zr,

\

frmn the clear curvature at the beginning of the
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curve yielded a value of 5 ~ 2 sec.
The @ energy coincident to the 137-keV line

IS found from Fermi-lCurieanalysis, Fig. 22(b), to
be 3.5 ~ 0.2 MeV.

The y-Y coincidence spectrum,

Fig. 22(c), shows no coincident lines.
From the Zp valuea (Sec. 2.4), we compute the
99
Hb to be 100% of chain yield.
cumulative yield of
The intensity of the 137-keV line corresponds to a
line yield of the name magnitude as chain yield.
99Nb in fission occurs
It follows that the decay of

0*5.7!~2

almost exclusively frmn the 14-aec state. Since
the y line doea not coincide with a second line,
the ~-transitionyield is also about 100%. Then
log ft will be about 4.5.

Accordingly, this is

an allowed tranaitlon.
,7h

‘7.Zr

To set up the decay mode proposed in Fig. 23,
one must further consider the experimental data on
\

Fig. 21.

Proposed

97
Y decay mode.

half-life of 2.4 ~ 0.3 min for fission products and
substantiatedtwo y lines of 100 and 260 keV.
48
Among the fission productt, Troutner et al.

excited levels in the daughter nucleus, ‘9M0. In
52
the 100%(y, n) reaction, Duffield and Vegors
99
found an iaomeric 98-keV level in
MO with a
53
half-life of 16 Wsec. Hjorth and Cohen
inves98
tigated the level system by use of the
Mo(d,p)
and 100Mo(d,t) reactions. The lowest ●xcited states

found, in addition to a 2.3-reinstate, a shorter-

are 100 keV with 5/2+, 222 keV with 7/2+, and 361

lfved state with a half-life of 10 ~ 2 sec which

keV with 3/2+. For the 99U0 ground state, they

must decay directly into the daughter nucleus,
99
Mo, in at least half of the decay events, whereas

found 1/2+.
From these facts, one must conclude that the

a maximum of 36% of the decay eventa in the chain

137-keV line fills the iaomeric level at 98 keV.

may take place through the longer-livedstate.

In this caee, a 98-keV line cannot be observed

Huebentha14”50 produced the nuclide with the

either in the ~-y or P-Y-Y spectra because the

reaction lOO1k(n,np)’’Nb. Here hewaa unable to

0.2-vaec coincidence resolving time ic small com-

observe the longer-lived state. He attributed tm

pared to the 16-waec lifetime. It follows from

Y lines of 98 and 140 keV to the nhort-lfved state

the energy difference, ●pfn, parity, and lifetime,

for which he determined a half-life of 9 ~ 2 sec.
51
However, Kaffrell et al.
used the same reaction

that the 98-keV line in E2 radiation. The ~ trans-

and found the longer-livedisomer (2.9-rein)
with

which ia identified with Hjorth and Cohen’s53 222-

y lines at 97.7, 102.8, and 139.0 keV.

keV level. The 361-keV level they observed would

The 137-keV line occurs at a Bp value corresponding to a maas

of

98.8 * 0.2.

The theoretical

value is 99.0 since 99Nb i. only slightly of primary origin and, therefore, not ●ubject to apparent masa shift.
Half-life analyeia of the 137-keV line, Fig.
22(a) yields a value of 14.3 ~0.6

sec which is

somewhat outside the error limits reported by

28

ition leads to a level at 235 keV (= 98 + 137 keV)

then be emptied by a 260-keV radiation as observed
by Orth and Smith47 in decay of the 2.4-rein99Hb.
The same conclueiona are drawn in the decay
49,50
mode proposed by Huebenthal.
Furthermore,
Huebenthal includes the 44-keV isomer observed by
McCarthy et al.54 This isomer Is attributed to
99
MO only because the same lifetime (13 waec) was
meaaured for the 44-keV isomer and for the known

,

14

f3-Coincidence spectruh
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Fig. 22.

Decay curve, ~-coincidence spectrum, and y-coincidence spectrum for the 137-keV line of 99Nb.

98-keV isomer of “w.”

l’hisassignment to ‘9M0

is not binding because the deuteron beam experi-

because of the allowed ~ decay, only 5/2+, 7/2+,
or 9/2+ spin and parity are possible for the 14-

ments by McCarthy et al. were performed with a

aec 99W

natural isotope mixture of molybdenum. Although
52
Duffield and Vegors, who made the assignment of

stable 93~

the 98-keV isomer, also worked with the natural

under investigation. The ground state for
was found to be 9/2+, and the same

configurationwas assumed for the ground state of
95* and 97W 18
According to this
the isotopes
.

element, they were able to exclude the other molyb-

system, 14-sec 99Wb has 9/2+ spin and parity and

denum isotopes on the basis of the threshold ener-

represents the ground state decay. All known odd

gy for production of the isomeric level.

niobium isotopes have isomeric states with shorter

Because of the fsomeric state at 98 keV, a

lifetimes than the ground state. They are assigned

total of 235 keVmust be added to the 3.5 ~0.2-

1/2- spin and parity. The 2.4-reinstate of 99Nb

MeV B energy measured in coincidence with the 137-

would then also be assigned the 1/2- configuration.

keV line to obtain the decay Q value. The 3.7 ~

We till maintain the rule that the 1/2- state ia

0.2-14eVQ value fits easily in the Way-Wood diagram

located above the 9/2+ state as in the other odd

for odd-even nuclei (Fig. 16).

isotopes of niobium. However, the high Q-value

Because the 235-keV level is identified with
Hjorth and Cohen’s 222-keV, 7/2+ state,53 and

in this case leads to the ground state decay having
a shorter lifetime than the isomer. In emptying

29
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Proposed

this isomeric level, an M or ES radiation to the
99Nb ground state competes with a once-prohibited
8 transition to the 360-keV level in $@t.fo.Since

99
~

decay mode.

Considering apparent maas shift (ace Sec. 2.4),
the theoreticalvalue for 99Zr is 99.4 ~0.2.
Figure 24(a) shows the decay curves for the

the B transition doe6 not 6eem to have much effect,

two coincident lines. That the two half-lives,

it followe from the 2.4-reinhalf-life that the

2.5 *0.1

isomeric level

16

several hundred keV above the

14-sec ground state.
7.5. Zirconitnn-99
In the Y-Y coincidence inveotigationa,the
468 ~ 3- and 548 * 3-keV lines were identifiedaa
parta of a cascade. They were aaaigned to 99Zr.
The 595 ~3-keV

line d60 had to be a6signed to
48
reported an
the same nuclide. Troutner et al.

upper limit of 1.6 ● ec for the 99Zr half-life.
Working with fission products, they investigated
99
MO origithe cumulative yield of the amount of
nating from rapidly 6eparated zirconium aa a function of time. They were unable to observe the 35sec half-life of 99Zr reported by Orth and Smith.47
The coincident 468- and 548-keV lines appeared
at BP positions that lead to maaaea of 98.6 * 0.7
or 98.3 ~ 1.0, i.e., an average of 98.5 ~ 0.6.
The mesa value of the 595-keV line waa 99.0 A 0.7.

30

and 2.1 ~0.1

see, do not agree within

the limit6 of error may be because one of the line6
still contains a small admixture from an adjacent
line. The average for the coincident lines i6
2.3~0.l

sec. The 595-keV line value, Fig. 25(a),

i6 2.8 ~ 0.3 sec. The average for all three decay
curves ia 2.4 ~ 0.1 aec which agrees with the estimate of Troutner et alfi8
Both decay curves in Fig. 24(a) seem to have
some initial curvature which ia hidden in the curve
of Fig. 25(a) by the inferior teat point ●tatiatica.
Considering the irradiation time, the half-life of
99
the parent nuclide, Y, may thus be estimated aa
roughly 0.8 ~ 0.7 sec. From the aaaumptiona about
primary nuclear chargea in Sec. 2.4, we asaume the
cumulative yield of 99Y to be 35Z, ●nd the primary
yield of 99Zr to be 55%, of chain yield.
The 8 energy ia found from Fermi-Kurie analyaia of the respective coincident ~ ●pectra aa
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Fig. 25.

Decay curve, b-coincidence spectrum, and y-coincidence spectrum for the 595-keV line of 99Zr.

follows: 3.5 ~0.3

MeV for the 468-keV line, Fig.

low yield were correct, it would mean a gross de-

24(b); 3.5 ~ 0.3 MeV also for the 548-keV line,

viation of the 2P curve. However, the existence

Fig. 24(c); and 3.9 ~ 0.4 MeV for the 595-keV line,

of the molybdenum isotopea 103 through 107 as fia-

Fig. 25(b). The 548-keV line is clearly visible

aion products was experimentallyconfirmed by

in the 468-keV y-coincidence spectrum, Fig. 24(d);

Kienle et al.55’56 and Feuerstein,57which speaks

conversely, the 468-keV line ia clearly visible in
the 548-keV y-coincidence spectrum, Fig. 24(e).

clearly against a break in the Z curve. ThereP
fore we adopt the value of 90% for the cumulative

In addition to the 548-keV line, another, four

yield of 99Zr. The measured line intensities

times weaker, line at 430 ~ 20 keV is observed in

indicate a yield about half that

of

the chain

Fig. 24(d). In Fig. 24(e) this latter line is

yield for both the 468- and 548-keV lines, whereas

either absent or obscured by the 468-keV line.

a yield of about 402 of chain yield is obtained

The 595-keV y-coincidence spectrum in Fig. 25(c)

for the noncoincident595-keV line. Accordingly,

shows no coincident line of significant strength.

about half of the 99Zr decay events take place

According to the assumptions about primary
the cumulative yield of 99zr
nuclear charge, Z
P’
is
in sharp
is about 90% of chain yield. This

over the Y-Y caacade, and about half through the

half-life, the 3.5- and 3.9-MeV ~ transitions are

contradictionto the test value of

found to have log ft’s of about 4.1 and about 4.4,

al.43

32

who

report an upper limit of

Troutner

3X.

et

If this

595-keV line. From these line yields and from the

respectively. Therefore both are allowable trans-

.

Figure 26 shows a proposal for the

itions.
The fact that the coincident 468- and 568-keV
lines have the same yield and that their coincident
~ energies are identical, leads to the conclusion

99
Zr decay

mode resulting from these consideration.

The

feomer which ehould be located several
99
hundred keV above the tlbground state ie not
2.4-rein99~

that only the upper level, not the middle level

significantlypopulated by decay, and, for simpli-

alao, ia filled by B decay in the Y-Y cascade.

city, in therefore not shown in

From the energy sum of the 1016-keV caacade and

7.4, the 99tibground atate waa assigned 9/2+ spin

Fig.

26.

In Sec.

the avarage 3.5 ~ 0.2-MeV ~ energy, we compute Q

and parity. It ia difficult to extimate epin for

as 4.5 * 0.2 MeV.

99Zr. Even for 97Zr (see Sec. 7.3), Cohen’s test

With the 3.9 f 0.4-MeV 6 energy,

we obtain a 4.5 ~ 0.2-MeV Q for the 595-keV line.

valu~’ does not agree with that obtained from

We conclude from the exact agreament of the two Q

simple applicationof shell-model ayatematics.

values, that both the cascade and the single line

7.6. Niobium-100

end in the same level of Sswb. According to the

The 159 ~ 3-keV line from Table III (Sec.
loom
. Orth and Smith47

results of Sec. 7.4, decay in the fission-product

4.4) was attributed to

mass chain takes place almost exclusively through

identified 100W

the 14-sec 99~

ground state. Accordingly, the

from among fission products, and

measured its half-life as 3.0 ~ 0.3 min.

almost equal yield of cascade and single line

They at-

tributed to this nuclide a strong 530-keV Y line

speaks against one of the two transitions leading

that appears in coincidence with lines at 140, 360,

to the 2.4-rein9’Nb isomer. Half-life analysie of
the 137-keV line of 14-sec 99Nb in Sec. 7.4 gave a
rough estimate of 5 ~ 2 aec for the 99Zr lifetime,

450, 530, and 650 keV. Their attempt to observe

which ia compatible with the measured 2.4 ~ O.1-sec
half-life. The Q for 99Zr decay to 14-sec 99M

is

this 3-reinniobium activity by

100

Mo(n,p) reaction

was unsuccessful. After bombarding natural molyb58
denum with fast neutrons, Takahashi et al.
separated a 12-min niobium activity which they

obtained by averaging the above teet values aa

attributed to ‘OONb. They observed y lines of 530,

4.5~0.2

620, 1040, 1150, and 1470 keV.

MeV.

This fits well into the Q-value

In Ref. 18 it is

syetem for even-odd nuclei (Fig. 13).
,

The sequence of the two linee in the V-Y
cascade ia open at first. We have confirmed that
above the 595-keV level, which is being emptied by
the single line, there is a 1016-keV level corresponding to the cascade am.

The 421-keV energy

difference is identified with the weak y line observed at about 430 keV.

But if the 430-keV line

were to originate at the 1016-keV level, then the
468-keV line could not also start at this level
because the 430-keV line is coincident with the
468-keV line. According to this reasoning, the
468-keV line must be the lower line in the caicade.
With this solution, it remains unclear why the
430-keV line does not appear lightly in the 595keV y-coincidence spectrum as the decay mode demands in this case. Possibly, the statisticaldata
are inadequate. Furthermore,between the 595- and
468-keV levels there ❑ ust be another 127-keV trans-

1/ sec

99Nb

ition also coincident with the 468-keV line. It
cannot be observed, because in the y-Y coincidence

\

spectrum, Fig. 24(d), it falls below the electronic
threshold of the two-dimensionalequipment.

Fig. 26.

Propo8ed 99Zr decay mode.
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presumed that Orth and Smith, on the one hand, and

6.6 ~ 0.2 sec. Agreement with the reaulta of

T.kahaahi et al.sa on the other, meaaured the same

Huebentha149’50and Ihffrell et al.51 is poor.

atate of 100Nb, and that the large differences in

However, both authors! values were obtained by

half-life are due to contamination. Huebentha149,50 determined a half-life of 2.5 ~ 0.3 eec

recording the 530-keV line decay curve by means

.

of a single-channeldiscriminator. This curve was

for loONb by 100Mo(n,p) reaction. He found strong

then resolved into two components: becauae of

y lines at 157, 533, and 598 keV and weak y lines
at 360 and 400 keV. Like Orth and Smith, he could
loom ~~omer ~th a half
not detect a long-lived

oxygen contaminationat the targetz, a 7.4-eec
16
activity originating from N produced in the
16
O(n,p) reaction was subtracted. Development of

life of several minutes after the (n,p) reaction.

7.4- and 6.6-see activities could easily have pro-

Kaffrell et al.51 used the acme reaction and found,

duced errora in these authora’ studies.

like Huebenthal, a half-life of 2.2 sec. The cor-

On the other hand, we should diacusa the

respondingy apectrm shows strong lines at 162.3,
59
536.2, and 601.0 keV. Gujrathi and Mukherjee,

possibility that Huebenthal’s 2.5-aec value for

100Nb is correct and that the 6.6-see half-life

however, attributed a 2.8 ~ 0.2-min activity,
which they found on irradiating
neutrons, to

is simulated by decay of the parent nuclide, 100Zr.

loom ~th fact

For thie purpose we must examine the ratio of the

loom. Guzzocrea et al.,60 who per-

yield rates and the irradiation time selected.
Zp curve according to Sec. 2.4,

formed an analogous investigation,described the

If we aasume

situation as very complicated and did not make any

100Nb vxmld have a primary yield of about 35%,

assignmentseven though they had performed y spec-

and 100Zr a cumulative yield of about 65%, of

●

troscopy and B-Y coincidencemeasurements. They

chain yield. Then the 100Zr would have to have

pointed out that in irradiating 100Bk2●pecimena

half-life of 6.0 ~ 0.5 oec to simulate an average

they found a 3-reinactivity due to contamination

6.6-see half-life for a 2.5-aec daughter in the

by silver.

test interval. However, in aemilogarithmicscale

In the ~-y-y coincidencemeaaurementa (ace

this decay curve would have slight but noticeable
curvature which would show in the statistical data

Sec. 5.3) for the 159-keV line, a strong coincident line was found at 540 t 20 keV (see Fig.
27(c)). This line

wao

●

for the two test curves in Fig. 27(a). For this
reaaon, we maintain the 6.6-aec test value aa
representingthe correct loom half ~ifeo Becau*e

identifiedwith a 533 i 3-

keV line already known frcm systematic search for

because ita BP distribution seemed to show indi-

of the abaence of curvature and with the given
100
production ratea, the half-life of
Zr can be

cation of admixture of a second line of equal

only 1.0 * 0.9 sec.

energy with adjacent maas.

Fermi.-Kurieanalysia of the 159-keV 13-coincidence

Further, we consider the available data on
excited levels in the daughter nucleuo, look , in
preparing a decay mode as proposed in Fig. 28.

spectrum, Fig. 27(b), yields a ~ energy of 5.3 t

By tiulomb excitation with a particlea, Stelson

strong y lines. It was not included in Table III

‘he Y- and B-coin-

cidence ●pectra for 533 keV were not measured.

●ndMcGowa$l

0.3 MeV.

to a masa of 100.9 fO.7.

confirmed for this even-even nucleus

the presence of a second 2+ vibrational level at

The BP value of the 159-keV line correaponde

low kev in addition to a firat 2+ level at s30

The Bp distributionof

keV. The former decaya through a y-Y cascade of

the 533-keV line yielda a maaa of 100.2 ~ 1.1.
100
Since only ● small portion of
Nb ia of primary

520 ~ 5 and 530 * 5 keV.

~bfnIn a later study
son, Stelson, McGowan, et al.,62 observed y ra-

origin, this nuclide should theoreticallyappear

diation of 535.5 ~ 0.3 keV during precision meas-

at maea 100.0.

urement. By uae of the (d,d~) reaction, Kim and

Figure 27(a) shows the half-life analyaia of
the 159-keV line. The value found is 6.5 ~ 0.3

tihen63 found ●xcited levels for

sec. The curve for the coincident 533-keV line

1960 keV and above.
Stelaon ●nd McGowanta coincidence experi-

plotted In the same figure yields a valua of 6.7 ~
0.3 sec. The average for both measurements is
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100W at ~40and

,

ment.61 and those of Orth and Smith47 lead to the
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Decay curves for tha 159- and 533-keV linee, and B- and v-coincidence mectra for the 159-keV
line-of 100Nb.

conclusion that the 533-keV line observed occurs

533

twice in the decay mode ae a member of a cascade.

tical with Orth and Smithts 140-keV coincidence

However, for lack of the 533-keV y-coincidence

line, Huebenthal’s 157-keV line, and the 162-keV

keV is confirmed, Fig. 27(c), might be iden-

spectrum, we cannot confirm thie by experiment.

line of Kaffrell et al.

NO line wfth adjscent energy, e.g., 520 keV, ap-

assume that this line fills the level Stelson and

peare in the ~-y spectra during systematic search

McGowan found at about 1050 keV.

From the line yielde, we

For the energy of

(Sec. 4.4). The measured intensity of the 533-keV

this level, we will adopt the sum of the 535.5-keV

line, which is of the magnitude of the chain yield,

teat value of Sabinson et al. and of our 533-keV

is therefore dietrfbuted among the two lines of the

test value.

cascade, giving a yield of 50Z of chain yield.

Based on these considerations,the decay Q

Computation from the intensfty of the 159-keV line

value is composed of the triple y cascade (535.5 +

also gives a yield of 50% of chain yield. The
cumulative yield of 100Nb ie about 100% of chain

533

yield. Frm

0.3 MeV which fits well into the Way-Wood diagram

the 50% yield and the half-life meas-

+

159

keV) and of the B energy coincident to

159 keV (5.3 MeV).

This leads to a value

of

6.5 ~

ured, log ft for the 5.3-MeV s transition ia found

for odd-odd nuclei (Fig. 12).

to be 5.2. Therefore the transition is allowable.

Although the ground state of the 100Mo eveneven nuclei has O+ spin and parity and the first

The 159-keV line, for which coincidence with
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3,0mm

100~b

this nuclide. They separated niobium from a ffaaion product mix and determined half-life by

( 6,6?0,2)SU 100~~

“milking.”
Masa valueg obtained from the BP poaitiona

5,3
?0,3
(*

SOY.)

(bq

tt

are 101.7 ~ 0.7 for the 273-keV line and 100.4 k
10lm
0.6 for the 399-keV line. The theoretical

>

w 5.21
$“

?

value derived from apparent maso shift (Sec. 2.4)

,@

la 101.6 *0.3.
Figure 29(a) ahowa the half-life analysis of
the 273-keV line, and Fig. 30(a) ahowa that of the
399-keV line.

zLt-

1.
&59

The results

are 7.2 ~0.3

end 6.7

~ 9.3 aec which gives an average of 7.0 i 0.2 sec.
lolm
Accordingly, this cannot be the same state of
that Orth and Smith observed. From the different

7 z6,5f0,3

initial curvature of the two decay curves, Figs.
29(a) and 30(a), the half-life of the parent nu101
elide,
Zr, may be roughly estimated at about 1.5

2+

or 3 sec.
Figures 29(b) and 30(b) show the Fermi-Kurie
diagrsma of the respective coincident ~ spectra.
The B energy of the 273-keV line ia found to be
o+

i
loo

Mo (smbil)

Fig. 28.

100
%
Proposed

decay mode.

4.3 ~0.25

MeV and that of the 399-keV line, 4.1

~ 0.7 MeV.

The Y-Y coincidence spectra, Figs.

29(c) and 30(c), show that neither of the two lines
coincides with a strong line.
From the aoaumptiona about primary charge

two excited levels are know

aa 2+, it ia difficult

to make any prediction for the third level, which
is filled by g decay, becauae spin and parity for
100
the 6.6-see atate of the
Nb odd-odd nucleus are
unclear.
We cannot clarify whether the 3.O-min state of
100
Nb, which Orth and Smith aLao observed in fis-

distribution in Sec. 2.4, it follows that 101t% haa
a cumulative yield of about 95% of chain yield.
From the line intensities,we compute the 273-keV
line yield aa about 60% of chain yield, and that
of the 399-keV line aa about 30%.

Accordingly, at

leaat about 90% of the decay events in the 101 mass
lolm
chain take place over the 7.O-aec state of

sion, repreaenta the ground state or an iaomeric

investigated. Using the estimated line yields and

excitation level. It ia equally uncertain whether

the meaaured half-life, we give log ft for the two

this 3.O-min atate is located above or below the
6.6-see atate. It is without any clue, that it ia
drawn in the proposals for the decay mode, Fig.
29(a). Finally, the question remaina aa to how the
remaining 50% of the yield ia distributed over s
poasfble ground state transition which empties the
6.6-aec

state, or over the decay originating from

~ tranaitiona aa about 4.9 or 5.0. Accordingly,
allowable ~ decay eventa are involved.
In the decay-mode proposal advanced in Fig.
31, Hjorth and Cohen’s53 data on excitation levels
101
in the daughter nucleus,
FkY,determined by the

100

Mo(d,p)

reaction

will

be considered further. In

contraat to the 99MO data in Sec. 7.4 for the $@Nb

the 3.O-min state.

decay mode, the reaction data for thic nuclfde are

7.7. Niobium-101

rather inaccurate because the energies of the lower

The lines listed in Table III (Sec. 4.4) at

aix levels were obtained by

generation

of double

273 *3 and 399 *3 keV both had to be attributed
to 101
tfbalthough they do not coincide. Orth and

peaka. Hjorth and Cohen list the following excita-

Smith47 reported a half-life of 1.0 ~ 0.2 mim for

additionalhigher levels. Considering the rela-
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tion ●tatea: ‘“60,+260, ‘W31O,and+70

keV and

.
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Decay curve, ~-coincidence spectrum, and y-coincidence spectrum for the 273-keV line of 10IW .

tively large inaccuracy in these energy data, the

diation

273-keV line fits fairly well into the 310- to 60-

keV isomer of 99M0. l%is assignment of the 44-keV

keV energy difference, and the 399-keV line into

isomer to

the 470- to 60-keV difference. With this assign-

assignment to

ment, both Y lines fill the level at about 60 keV.

7.4).

But a y line of about 60 keV waa not obse~ed.
In the y-y coincidence spectra, it would certainly

of

natural molybdenum, as well as the 98101
MO is at least as probable as its

99
Mo by Huebenthal49’50 (see Sec.

The decay Q value would then be as follows:
the 4.3 f 0.25-MeV coincident B energy is to be

fall below the electronic threshold, but it should

added to the sum of 44 and 273 keV, giving a Q of

have been observed in the systematic recording of

4.6~0.25

the ~-coincident Y spectra. Either the line is

MeV B energy is to be added to 4.4and 399 keV,

MeV,

On the other hand, the 4.1 ~0.7-

strongly converted, or the 60-keV level has a life-

giving a Q of 4.5 ~0.7

time longer than the 0.2-sec coincidence resolu-

4.6

tion time. The second solution is preferred because of analogy to 99Mo for which a 13-wsec iso-

diagram for odd-even nuclei (Fig. 14).

~ 0.2

MeV

liaV. The average Q

is

which fits well into the Way-Wood

53
Hjorth and Cohen’e spin assignments for the

mer is known at 98 keV. We assume that this in-

10IMO excitation levels are uncertain, aa are the

volves the 13-wsec isomer with 64 keV, which
McCarthy et al.54 observed during deuteron irra-

energy valuea. However, they stress that the
value of 1/2+ for the 10IMo ground state is sub-
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(a) 0

Time after en$of

+

irradiation, ?n

(b)

sec

‘

(n

u

~
>
aJ

y-Coincidence spectrw
for EY, = 399 keV

E{a(MeV)
Fig. 30.

Decay curve, B-coincidence spectrum, and y-coincidence spectrum for the 399-keV line of 10INb.

stantiated. The epin assignments obtained from

ferent apin values to their levels at-310 and++70

rough estimates of the peak heights and angle dis-

keV.

tributions contradict the conclusions to be drawn

andthe105Pd

MO isomerfc level

From comparison with the
ground state, a~~+

configuration

from the allowable S decay. Considering the shell

is probable for the iaomeric level at 44 keV,

model (see alno Sec. 7.4), only 9/2+ and 1/2- are
lolm
. Aa in the
possible for spin and parity in

which again contradicts the spin reported by Hjorth
and Cohen at about 60 keV.

As

for 99w,” the iao-

case of all odd niobium isotopes, the 1/2- con-

merit level would then emit S2 radiation. For the

figuration is attributed to an Iaomeric level

273- and 399-keV lines, the 11/2+ to 5/2+ tranm-

several hundred keV above the ground state. Anal99
Ogous to
Nb, it would here be the longer-lived

ition would have to have at least the multipole
order M 3.

But the corresponding lifetime in

state, i.e., the l.O-min atate found by Orth and
101
IW ground state
Smith?’ Therefore the 7.O-sec

large compared to the 0.2-uaec coincidence reso-

is of 9/2+ configuration. Allowed B transitions

found. Accordingly, the 11/2+ configuration for

can then lead only to levels with 7/2+, 9/2+, or
11/2+. However, Hjorth and &hen aseigned dif-

By comparison, the 9/2+ to 5/2+ transition in the
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lution time, so the lines would not have been

the two levels filled bye

decay ia not possible.

101
Y, la so

smallthat fta half-life cannot be

estimated on the basis

of

behavior, The 3.3-

this

sec half-life meaaured for

101Zr agrees with the

estimated 1.5 to 3.0 sec obtained from the injtial
curvature of the

101

Wbdecay curves (Sec. 7.7).

Figure 32(b) shows the B spectrum coincident
to 293 keV in the form of a Fermi-Kurie diagram.

1

Analysis givee a B energy of 6.1 ~ 0.7 MeV.

The

Y-Y coincidence spectrtan,Fig. 32(c), contains a
400 ~ 20-keV line coincident to 293 keV.

Its

yield is about 7 times less than that of the 293keV line. The stronger line must be the lower
line in the Y-Y cascade.
It follows from the aaminptfons regarding
primary nuclear charge distribution (see Sec. 2.4)

Q =L,6?

that the cumulative yield for

0,3

101Zr ia about 50%

of chain yield. The 293-keV line intensity corresponds to a yield of about 50% of chain yield.
101
Zr decay eventa

Accordingly, practically all

take place above the 293-keV level. A yield of
about 15% of the nuclide decay events for the 400-

:

keV line follows. A yield of 85% remains for the
15 mm

‘“’Mo

S transition that fills

the

293-keV level. Ita

energy spectrum la overlapped by lower energy B
\

transition which lead through the 690-keV level
101
Fig. 31. Proposed
Nb decay mode.

(293 keV.t-400 keV). This effect is estimated as
about 0.1 MeV.

l’hua,6.2 ~0.7

MeV is considered

the P energy coincident to 293 keV.
form of E2 radiation corresponds to a lifetime of
-7
sec for these levels, so that the as10-8 to 10

The corre-

sponding value of log ft is about 5.0. Accordingly, the P decay is allowable.
The decay Q value is given by the sum of 293

signment of 9/2+ cannot be excluded.

keV and 6.2 MeV as 6.5 ~ 0.7 MeV, which agrees
7.8.

Zirconium-101
The 293 A 3-keV line was attributed to 10IZ,.

The literaturedoea not furnish any data on this
nuclide.
The BP value of the line corresponds to a
mass of 102.0 f 0.6.

with extrapolationsof the Way-Wood lines which
may be performed for the even-odd nuclei in Fig.
13.
Figure 33 presenta the proposed
mode.

The 7.O-see 101tibground

state

101
Zr decay
is

consi-

dered to be the daughter nucleus from this decay.

‘Theoretically,
the value of
101
102.5 * 0.6 would be expected for
Zr which, aa

The results of

a nuclide of primary origin, is subject to apparent

cant part of the decay can occur over the l.O-min

mass shift.

isomer. Since we do not know how far this isomer

Figure 32(a) shows the decay curve for the

Sec.

7.7 indicate that no signifi-

1s above the ground state, we do not show it in

293-keV line aa given by half-life analysis. ‘Ihe

the decay mode for reasono of 8impliCity. In Sec.

result is 3.3 ~ 0.6 sec. The statistical accuracy

7.7, spin and parity of the 7.O-sec

of the decay curve is only moderate; therefore the
error is relatively large compared to other halflife analyses. The curve shows no initial curva-

101Nb were
101Zr spin
assumed to be 9/2+. We cannot discuss

and parity for the reasons given in the case of
99
Zr (ace Sec. 7.5).

ture. However, the yield of the parent nuclide,
39
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